SISSA Library Guide

Mission

The SISSA library aims to provide services and resources for teaching, studying and research for SISSA users primarily of physics, mathematics and neurosciences areas as well as the interdisciplinary program of the SISSA Interdisciplinary Laboratory.

Accessibility

The SISSA library is located on the ground floor of the main building and it is wheelchair accessible.

Library offers a quiet environment to study. There are tables for individual study and larger ones for group study. Inside the library there are two meeting rooms (red and blue) but when free they can be used for studying or group discussions.

Who can access the SISSA Library?
- SISSA users;
- users of any organization that has an agreement with SISSA;
- authorized SISSA guests.

Users can also consult rules on how to access the library, borrow and consult books, Document Delivery service and Interlibrary loan service in the appropriate guide available on the Library website.

The digital resources (e-journals, e-books, Scopus and WOS) are available for users with a SISSA account through the internal network or the VPN connection.

Location and facilities

Library timetable is available on the library website. SISSA users can enter the Library also when the library is closed using their own SISSA card (badge).

At the entrance there are the loan desk, information service, some terminals to consult catalogues of printed and online resources, a photocopy machine and a display for the new books.

The printed journals are stored: in the main library room, in red and blue room and in the library storage (users are not allowed to enter in they should ask loan desk staff for help). In each room the printed journals are ordered alphabetically by title. Users are not allowed to borrow any printed journals.

The printed books are located on open shelves in main library room. They are arranged by subject according to the UDC and DDC classification systems. Some guides to find books through their location code or by topics are available in the loan desk room.
SISSA library board

The government board of SISSA library is the library committee (comitato di biblioteca) which has the following aims:

1) discuss and approve the annual library budget;
2) analyze the annual journal subscriptions;
3) approve the library rules;
4) suggest projects and innovations;
5) suggest the strategic plan of the library.

The library committee members are:

- the library head,
- a delegate of the director,
- the serials and digital resources librarian,
- one member from each PHD study courses (mathematics, neuroscience and neurobiology, physics which includes astrophysics, high energy physics, condensed matter physics, biological and chemical physics) and the Interdisciplinary Laboratory,
- a student delegate (elected by SISSA student community).

The library head is the president of the committee. He/she promotes the library services, controls the applications of library rules, manages the annual budget, maintains the links with academic organs and external organizations.

The secretary of the committee is the serials and digital resources librarian.